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Working from Home Ergonomics: Supervisor’s Guide
Supervisors are encouraged to use this guide as a tool to address the potential risks of ergonomic
related injuries to their teams working from home. This guide lists several suggestions and resources to
help supervisors ensure their remote teams are as safe as possible when it comes to their home office
set-up, which is important because:
WorkSafeBC regulations
apply to home workspaces

Health and safety roles, rights
and responsibilities remain
applicable for at-home work
environments, just as they are
when physically working on
campus. Under WSBC 4.46 to
4.53 the employer is required
to identify hazards in the
workplace, eliminate or
minimize risks, and train staff
in symptom recognition and
mitigation.

UBC values staff & faculty
health & wellbeing

Attention to home office
ergonomics not only
reduces the risk of physical
injury, but also signals our
commitment to the overall
health and wellbeing of
staff and faculty. Ensuring
people have the right tools
to do their job can improve
mental health and
resiliency.

Proper ergonomics
increases productivity

Proper ergonomics
promotes higher levels of
productivity. Reading small
font on a laptop screen can
contribute to more errors,
slower working speeds,
and distraction from neck
and back pain or eye
strain.

Suggestions & Resources
1. Be proactive

Don’t wait for staff/faculty to report pain or injuries.

Ask staff/faculty if they have an external keyboard and mouse and/or ask them if
2. Equipment
requirements there is any equipment they need from campus to be able to safely do their jobs.
3. Borrowing
equipment

Refer to the HR/Finance guidance document for information borrowing, tracking
and returning equipment. Talk to your DEPT Administrator about building access
procedures related to COVID-19.

4. Ergo
guidelines

Encourage staff/faculty to check out the working from home ergo guide and
webinar to ensure that they have their equipment properly set-up.

5. Movement

Remind and encourage staff/faculty to get up and move throughout the day.
Check out the Fitting in Movement Guide for tips and programs.

6. Purchasing
equipment

Check out our Office Accessories Ergo catalogue for examples of ergonomics
keyboards and mice or refer to the Working from Home Chair Guide.

7. Virtual
assessments

Let staff/faculty know that they can contact a member of the Ergonomics Team to
arrange a virtual ergonomics assessment.

8. Report
injuries

Ensure staff/faculty are aware that they are responsible to report any injuries that
occur or develop while working from home to their supervisor and WorkSafeBC.
This includes injuries related to repetitive strain that may be associated with their
home office work.
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FITTING IN MOVEMENT


The physical activity recommendation is 150 minutes per week of moderatevigorous exercise. The number of steps and times you move varies each day,
however, what’s most important is that you’re incorporating positional change
and moving your body daily according to pulmonologist, Dr. Russel Buhr.



Participate in the exercises that you feel most comfortable doing



Follow-up with Healthcare Provider if symptoms or concerns develop.

Options:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Home Exercise Programs
Mindfulness
Natural Pauses – Moving Throughout the Day
Stretching Tips
Virtual Team Activity
Movement Prompters

HOME EXERCISE PROGRAMS
UBC Recreation has provided ways in
helping you stay active at home such as:




Live movement sessions
Virtual workouts
Additional thriving resources

UBC Ergonomics and Allan McGavin
Physio have collaborated with UBC
Recreation, UBC Safety & Risk Services, UBC Okanagan to bring you live
15-minute Ergo Your Posture breaks on
Wednesdays on Zoom at 10am. You
can watch on-demand.
You can even get creative
by designing your own 14
day workout plan with your
colleagues!

MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness can not only help you with
your mental health, it can also help
you pay more attention to cues in your
environment to help you get up and
move. Practicing mindfulness has
many benefits such as reduces anxiety, improves cognition and enhances
physical health.
UBC’s 30-Day Mindfulness Challenge
is a free online training program.

NATURAL PAUSES
Moving throughout the day
Make sure to drink plenty of water!
This will help prompt you to get up
both to refill your water and to go the
bathroom. Drinking water throughout
the day will keep you hydrated and
might enhance performance during
strenuous activity.

Treat your calls as meetings.
Take a few steps in your house to walk
to your meeting or better yet, consider
standing up while talking on the phone.

STRETCHING TIPS

Poster: Move It Monday Deskercise

Poster: UBC Stretching Guide

VIRTUAL TEAM ACTIVITIES
Start neighbourhood photo challenges! One person
decides the theme of the photo challenge. Take a
walk in your neighbourhood during your break.
Then at the end of the day, each teammate will submit their photos.
Theme examples: objects that are heart-shaped to
show gratitude for health workers, things that you
find calming or your favourite plant for Earth Day.

Exercise challenges and nominate others to join!
Start an exercise challenge with your colleagues!
Let’s say the challenge is to do 10 push ups. Film
yourself doing it and then send the video to your
team and tag 3 or more colleagues to join in. Then
those 3 colleagues film individually themselves
and tag others to join in and it goes on!

Time for Bingo! Have fun completing some of these activities to
stay active at home. Here’s the Working from Home Bingo Edition
(adapted from UBC’s Let’s Thrive 2019 Bingo).

MOVEMENT PROMPTERS
Schedule in exercise meetings with
colleagues!
Just like scheduling in meetings for
work, you can schedule in a time in
your calendar to exercise.

Posture Minder reminds you to be mindful of how
you sit. You can set the frequency of the reminders.

Use at your own discretion. Privacy Impact Assessment under review.

Check if your phone has a built-in movement tracker or if there’s
an app you like to promote fitness, movement, etc.
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Working from Home Ergonomics
As many of us transition to working from home, it’s important that we take some time to set-up our home
workstations to support us working efficiently, comfortably and safely.

WORK TOGETHER
Each situation is unique. Managers and teams are encouraged to work together to
identify feasible solutions that support productivity and wellbeing.

EQUIPMENT GUIDANCE (HR/FINANCE)
Review guidance from HR/Finance regarding working from home equipment.

BORROWING EQUIPMENT
Borrowing existing equipment may be a cost-effective solution. Talk to your Manager as
arrangements will need to made in accordance with applicable COVID-19 guidelines,
and whether you can access your building and/or safely transport and store equipment.
Use UBC’s Telecommuting Guidelines to track borrowed equipment.
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
Adapting home workstations using common household items is encouraged. Refer to
pages 2 & 3 for tips and refer to page 4 for general guidelines and resources.

WEBINAR
Watch our Home Office Ergo Webinar to learn tips and tricks for setting up your
temporary home office.
PURCHASING EQUIPMENT
Talk to your Manager to determine the purchasing process in your department and to
determine if departmental funding is available. Refer to our equipment catalog for
examples of ergonomic keyboards and mice or our guidelines for chairs for temporary
home offices.
NEED HELP?
Virtual Ergo Assessments are available. You will be sent a pre-assessment survey and
will need to send in photos of your workstation. A formal report will be sent to you and
your Manager. Contact us to arrange your assessment.
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Home workstation examples
Many of us had not planned to work from home for extended periods and may not have ideal equipment.
Nonetheless, there are many things you can do to improve your workstation set up. Each of the examples
below have pros and cons and you will need to consider which combination of factors will work best for
you. If you have a full computer workstation at home, try to set up your office according to standard office
ergonomic guidelines.
Remember to change positions often. If you have questions, contact ergonomics.info@ubc.ca.
Example

Tips
Laptop Screen. Depending on the design, your tablet or
laptop screen may be angled back 10 to 300 which may
impact the preferred screen height. Typically, the more
angled the screen, the lower the height. The standard
recommendation is to place the top line of text at eye
level but in this scenario, it is more comfortable for me to
position the screen lower.
Keyboard and mouse. Positioned below elbow level
Chair Height. Pillow used to raise me high enough so that
my keyboard and mouse are below elbow level.
Feet Supported. If necessary, place something under
your feet to provide firm support with your knees at
approximately 900

Screen Angle & Height. This picture shows a laptop with
the screen positioned flat. In this scenario, it is more
comfortable to have the screen positioned higher as
compared to the picture above.
General Tips. If you feel that your neck is bent down, try
raising your screen. If you feel that you are tilting your
head back or your eyes are feeling dry, try lowering your
screen. Remember to enlarge your font to make easier to
maintain a neutral working posture. See UBC’s Vision
Ergonomics resource sheet for more tips.
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Example

Tips
Backrest. Try adding a pillow if you find the angle of your
chair too upright or if you feel that your chair does not
provide enough back support.
Keyboard. The keyboard is on a cutting board on my lap
which helps to get it at the right height—just below
elbow level.
Mouse & Forearm. The mouse is on a stack of books on a
TV tray which also provides some forearm support. The
towel is used for extra cushioning.
Footrest. The top of my ottoman is working as a great
footrest. It’s the correct height to keep my feet
supported and my knees at 90o.
Change it up and try sitting in different positions. This
chair allows a more reclined position which can make for
a nice change.
Laptop Screen. Prop up your laptop screen so that you
can maintain a neutral neck position when reading the
screen.
Keyboard & Mouse. The keyboard is on a cutting board
on my lap. The mouse is propped up on books and a stool
and level with the chair armrest.

Change it up and try standing. Try to rotate positions
regularly. Remember that sustained static standing may
not be any better than static sitting. Positional change is
the key.
Laptop Screen. Prop up your laptop screen so that you
can maintain a neutral neck position when reading from
your screen.
Keyboard & Mouse. Prop your keyboard & mouse to just
below elbow level. If the mouse is too low, it will result in
wrist extension. Try using the mouse on the left
periodically.
Shoes. Wear comfortable shoes
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General principles & resources for setting up your workspace
Workspace. Find a dedicated space, even if it means setting up and taking down each day.
Work Schedule. If possible, maintain your normal work schedule. If that is not possible, work with
your Manager to create a schedule that meets operational and family needs.
“Commute to Work”. Take a walk. Go for a bike ride. Meditate. Find an activity to help you
transition between work and home life.
Feet firmly supported with your knees approximately level with hips. Use a footrest or box if your
feet are not firmly supported on the ground.
Chair. A fully adjustable chair is ideal. At minimum the chair should fit you and the backrest
should be reasonably comfortable and have a slight recline.
Keyboard & Mouse. Use an external keyboard and mouse and position them below elbow level.
Monitor. Top line of text at eye level and arm’s length away with the font sufficiently large to be
able to comfortably read from the screen with a neutral neck posture.
Headset. Use a headset or speaker phone to allow a neutral neck posture while on the phone.

Eye Health. Check out UBC’s Visual Ergo Guide for tips.
Movement Breaks. Join our weekly Ergo Your Posture sessions, Wednesdays at 10am on Zoom or
join UBC’s Rec Instagram Live Movement Breaks Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2pm.
Stay Connected. Connect with your colleagues. Offer support if needed and appropriate.

Zoom Fatigue. Check out UBC’s tips on virtual meetings.

Mental Health. Check out UBC’s Health, Wellbeing & Benefits Mental Health and EFAP resources.

Ergonomics for Children. Check out UC Berkeley’s Remote Schooling Ergo Resources.

Ergo Resources Online. Check out UBC’s Office Ergo Resources.
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